








16 October 2023 
 
Dear KTC, 
 
I’ve just been made aware that Nisa (now Morrison’s Daily) are applying for a 24-hour alcohol 
license. I’ve only been here 6 years, but do feel I do have a unique perspective on the 24-hour 
workings of the High Street.  Not only do I live on the High Street but I also run a retail shop during 
the day and a B&B the rest of the time.  I would therefore like to offer in this letter, multiple reasons 
as to why we should definitely and collectively oppose their application. 
 
Firstly, in order to oppose something, it’s important to understand what we are protecting.  In this 
case, it’s important to understand Kington, what we have that’s unique, what we need to protect 
and in turn, envision for the future: 
 

• Kington has remained wonderfully traditional. Our medieval High Street is blessed with 
gorgeous little independent shops, we’ve avoided modernization, gentrification and chain 
stores. This is Kington’s charm. Visitors instantly recognise and appreciate its simplicity. 
People are moving here because of this and visitors return because of this.  

• Ironically, because Kington has remained unchanged, I believe Kington is ‘on-trend’ for the 
new emerging High Street, that complements rather than competes with the internet.  We 
do and need to continue to offer a shopping experience and be a hub of useful shops for our 
rural community.  

• The High street is already attracting new independent businesses, especially craft and art 
shops and galleries. The Walking Hub will be moving into its new premises (the old La Gala) 
in November and we are all succeeding where other businesses have failed.  This in turn will 
attract other small independent businesses, the kind we want.  If Kington could shape the 
High Street with a selection of useful shops, essentially try to recreate the old “high street” 
experience, we are onto a winner! 

• And let’s not also forget that the High Street is also residential.  This also very important 
regarding the survival of the High Street and the protection of our medieval buildings. 
Research has shown that people living above the shops is actually more successful and 
sustainable than the shopping Mall idea. And indeed, in the USA they are now creating and 
building our very scenario; we just happen to be the real deal.  Totally authentic – lucky us!  
But again, we have to protect and nurture this.  We cannot make rash decisions without 
thinking how it will affect our residents and in turn our buildings. I’ve seen time and time 
again how this is not the case…for example the recent road works hammering away until 02 
in the morning.  I like the concept of ‘coexisting’. We could do with a sign like this on the 
High Street then we need to honour it! 
 

 
 



• Kington is also growing a valuable reputation as a Walking Town. We need to recognize that 
Offa’s Dyke National Trail is a gold mine for us. We have a steady stream of walkers from all 
over the world arriving in our town just because the path has led them here. Totally free 
marketing!  Walkers are an easy bunch of people to please, requiring food and 
accommodation. To meet these needs, many of our premises have successful B&B’s over the 
shops.  These walkers love Kington and end up revisiting or even moving here.  
 

Morrisons having a 24-hour license will potentially change and effect Kington on all the above levels 
for the following reasons: 
 

• It will disrupt the balance on the High Street. For residential and commercial to coexist we 
need to embrace a lively High Street during the day and through the evening, but then we 
want it to close down (I would suggest by 11pm) so our residents and visitors can sleep 
peacefully.  In the summer there is already a problem with groups of drinkers hanging out on 
the High Street after hours and see this as only encouraging this behavior.  

• An open all-hours shop doesn’t really fit with our traditional High Street.  Traditionally the 
shops open early and close early because they are family run. If we want to, we can embrace 
this and it will continue to make us unique.  A lovely balance of understanding what our 
visitors need and protecting our values.  

• 24-hour alcohol access could attract many more people into Kington through the night.  Cars 
speeding down the High Street, not to mention the increased possibility of drunk drivers all 
adds to the decreased safety in Kington. 

• The noise factor is hugely problematic. Noise travels easily along our narrow High Street 
with shoulder to shoulder historic buildings, most of which have thin walls and ill-filling 
windows.  Speeding cars and groups of drunk people disrupt not only our residents but our 
B&B guests.  This has the potential to ruin our businesses, our reputation as a walking town 
and ensures that our visitors don’t return. 

• We need to prevent chain stores and big Corporations such as Morrisons from changing the 
character of our High Street.  Morrisons may very well have targeted Kington because of its 
low socioeconomic status, assuming that we probably have a higher number of residents 
with alcohol problems and therefore taking advantage them.  After all, who needs to buy 
alcohol in the middle of the night? 

• We need to make sure that Herefordshire council realise our unique identity and that they 
can’t make bad decisions on our behalf as they were going to with the Parking fee debacle.  

 
Thank you for reading.  I love living in Kington and having a business here. I’m passionate about 
community and preserving our High Street and believe strongly that with clever nurturing, it can not 
only survive but thrive.  Decisions that initially seem minor can often have huge ramifications and I 
believe this is one of them.  The enclosed petition show that others here also wish to oppose this 
license and hope we can therefore depend on the councils support to also oppose.  
 

 

 
 
 




